FUTURE: ‘GOING TO’

- Stand up and ask your classmates, “Are you going to ...?” When you find a classmate who answers ‘Yes, I am’, write that person’s name.

Find Someone Who ...  

... is **going to** travel to another city next week. [ ] **Emily**

... is **going to** cook dinner tonight. [ ]

... is **going to** go shopping tomorrow. [ ]

... is **going to** get married soon. [ ]

... is **going to** do exercise tomorrow. [ ]

... is **going to** get a haircut next week. [ ]

... is **going to** eat ice-cream today. [ ]

... is **going to** play with an animal tomorrow. [ ]

... is **going to** travel to another country soon. [ ]

... is **going to** get up very late tomorrow. [ ]

... is **going to** read a book or magazine tonight. [ ]

... is **going to** visit a friend this weekend. [ ]